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These are somatic experiences: blowing bubbles, colouring human shit, pouring 
saltwater up your nose, feeling the density of the body, listening to strangers. The list 
could include scores of acts that we carry out daily, but these are the small, specific 
activities chosen by Leena Riethmuller for the series of workshops documented in 
this exhibition. I am one of the five participants who performed these tasks and 
recorded their experience of each. As those responses of mine will express, I feel 
a compound of fascination and ambivalence about them.  One frequently hears 
the words “confronting,” “transgressive,” “disgusting” used to describe Riethmuller’s 
practice. They communicate the visceral response that many have, myself included, in 
observing her use of bodily material such as saliva, blood, nails, and hair to make art. 
The immediacy of these reactions will be somewhat displaced by the different nature 
of this exhibition, but it will still touch nerves and continue her incisive exploration of 
the conditions of embodiment.

Riethmuller’s workshops, the first she has conducted, are motivated by profound 
curiosity and have led to individual and collaborative insights about the body, how we 
think and how we talk about it. There are elements of pedagogy in their advocating 
heightened embodied awareness, of social research in their exploring difference 
between the responses of participants, and of a sharp intellectual interest in 
phenomenology that tries to reconcile itself with the physical act. It is conceivable that 
the force behind each of these dimensions is the impulse of the body itself. This is not 
simply a primal, childlike impulse, but something vital and complex about the facticity 
of our embodiment that can seem incomprehensible. The cause and effect of these 
workshops is in the fundamental difficulty of dealing with somatic experience outside 
of it. The exhibition is composed of six image and/or text responses (Riethmuller’s 
included) to the five set tasks, each of which has been printed on sheets of paper 
to be handled by viewers. They are, by nature, translations of experience removed 
from their temporality. As such, the viewer will encounter them as traces of somatic 



experiences made secondary by form, by the subjectivity of each response, and by 
the objectifying of experience through the documenting process. 

More Human does not attempt to simulate physical experience or coerce it in the 
viewer. Rather, it presents them with a kind of communicative proof that over the 
course of six weeks, a specific set of experiences took place, to these people, and 
had these effects. We soon find ourselves in conceptual, not somatic territory, but 
this chasm at the heart of the project is what makes it necessary. It reveals that 
textual and visual language are inadequate means for us to come to terms with 
physical experience. Part of the reason that Riethmuller’s work has elicited such 
strong viewer responses is that bodily materials like saliva become foreign and abject 
to us immediately after they are separated from us. Through video works such as 
Decomposition (2012), she made visible this process of separation and revealed the 
banality of what is at the centre of elaborate social structures and rituals that conceal 
bodily excretions. There is commonality between the precision of a video recording 
and the fragmentation of image and text insofar as they are imperfect attempts to 
convey or recreate embodied experience. The prospect of committing experience 
to documented form, performing that separation, was a daunting prospect for me 
because it makes visible and legible what has been relegated to the private sphere.

As a participant I performed, or chose not to perform, the tasks in knowledge that 
they would be shared in both the group and exhibition. To some extent, a sense of 
the public gaze would have been internalised in each individual process, impacting on 
how they were carried out and documented. The six individuals Riethmuller asked 
to participate in the workshops came from varying backgrounds and trades. Most 
of us were strangers. Her sensitivity to difference and her openness as a facilitator 
encouraged individual engagement, where she limited her control of the group to the 
setting of tasks. She displaced the singularity of her aesthetic will by investing in the 







contingencies of process. The workshops also necessitated verbal performance – the 
anecdotal retelling of individual experience as well as collaborative discussion within 
the group. These discussions were filled with humour, the indulgence of curiosity 
through questioning others, self-consciousness, and an eagerness to share. 

For the final task, I carefully felt the density of my own body: its surface (skin), 
its structure (bones), and its layers (muscle, fat, veins). I simultaneously affected 
experience and was affected by it. This simple act of touching drew attention to, 
and perhaps for a moment diminished, the split in myself as thinking agent and 
physical being. My recording of that experience, like all of the images and text in 
More Human, is an attempt to process sensation in non-somatic terms. The premise 
of the workshops and of the exhibition, fundamentally considers whether or not 
the two can be at all distinct. We can compare the way we approach Riethmuller’s 
artwork and the concerns it raises to an embodied, internal process; we develop 
taste for it. By experiencing initial distaste or disgust, we learn to digest it and cultivate 
tolerance and appreciation. Her work moves us in a way that is not distinctly somatic 
or cerebral. It does this by performing uncertainty about, and through, the processes 
that make us human.

Ella Catach
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